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CONSTRUCTION SYSTEM

PREFABRICATED CLT UNIT 1:75

OVERALL SYSTEM 1:500

12m

3.6m

The construction system is based on a three-dimensional prefabricated module made
of Cross Laminated Timber panels. These modules are completely finished and outfitted with all utilities in the factory in order to guarantee the maximum building quality
and standard of living for the minimum cost. The module has a constant dimension of
3.6 x 5.4 meters, and is subdivided in two spaces of constant proportion, with a larger
space accommodating the main rooms and a smaller space that absorbs circulation,
storage, bathrooms, and recessed balconies. In its repetition of a constant dimension,
the module lends the project a serial character reminiscent of the housing projects of
the Wilhelmine Era. In its specific size, the module is designed to work in conjunction
with the housing key: as more modules are added, bigger units can be created to satisfy the need for a diversity of occupants while remaining within the surface limits for
subsidized rental housing. The dimensions of the rooms and openings are carefully
studied to produce generous and dignified spaces for life.
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1. concrete basement
2. concrete podium
3. prefabricated CLT unit
4. CLT core
5. brick cladding
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Four types of core configurations allow the system to form different building blocks
while using the same housing units. These types include but are not limited to linear
blocks, “L” shaped buildings, point towers, and courtyard buildings. The buildings
consist of a basement level and a first floor built with reinforced concrete structure,
and a variable number of floors for housing formed by the stacking of the wood modules. This construction system is the fastest and least disruptive for current neighbors.
The variability of the height of the different segments in each building guarantees
that the desired mix of unit types can always be achieved, and add to the unique urban identity of the project. The prefabricated modules arrive on site with the windows
already installed (just two window types for the whole system) and are then insulated
and clad in brick. Options for the prefabrication of the cladding can also be studied.
The brick cladding generates a continuous skin for the buildings and produces an image of urbanity and decorum as a complement to the efficient modular construction.

UNIT TYPES 1:250
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1. structural CLT wall
2. structural CLT floor
3. CLT ceiling slab for rigidity, with slots for ceiling
level services
4. pre-installed service cupboard
5. 300mm horizontal service distribution void
6. pre-installed window and exterior frame
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T1

T2

1 room + 1 kitchen +
1 recessed balcony
total living area: 32.9m2

1 bedroom + 1 living room +
1 kitchen + 1 recessed balcony
total living area: 52.8m2

1 bedroom +
1 breakfast kitchen
total living area: 38.2m2
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NEUPERLACH

The urban configuration of the areas in Neuperlach and Taufkirchen represent for us
an unfinished landscape, the product of unresolved tensions between different ideas
about planning at the time of their realization. Taking advantage of the variability of
our system, we propose to interpret the existing urban fabric and to transform it into
a more urban and balanced whole. This entails the sampling and replication of existing typologies, such as “L” shaped blocks and point towers in order to create more
complete compositions where the perimeter of each city block is reinforced. The main
advantage of this approach is that it results in more active street corridors and more
diverse and better utilized spaces inside each estate. A strategy for programming is
used here as a complement to urban form with the same purpose: productive and
commercial uses are housed in the outer perimeter of the blocks in order to activate
the streets, while additional housing and soft uses such as small child care or day-centers for the elderly are planned inside as a way to extend the number of hours in which
these interior public spaces are used every day. By working with an interpretation of
the existing footprint to create a greater degree of differentiation between outside
and inside in the urban configuration, our project generates a more efficient and contemporary usage and way of life for these estates, as well as contributes to a sense of
identity and urbanity in the quarters.

T8

3 bedrooms + 1 breakfast kitchen +
2 recessed balconies
total living area: 67.4m2

3 bedrooms + 1 living room +
1 kitchen + 2 recessed balconies
total living area: 83m2

TAUFKIRCHEN

EXISTING

EXISTING

PROPOSED

PROPOSED

The re-densification of these neighborhoods through an infill approach is an idea with
tremendous potential for the next decades. We believe that in order to be successful,
such effort of re-densification must work by adding an amount of density comparable
to the existing densities of the sites. The main challenge for this is the limit imposed
by parking regulations. In that regard, we strongly recommend that wherever possible new underground garages share an entrance with existing ones while remaining
independent. While we have achieved to comply with existing parking regulations in
our proposal, we also recommend that parking requirements and planning should be
globally reconsidered for these areas as part of their transformation.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SYSTEM 1:1000
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T9

2 bedrooms + 1 breakfast kitchen +
1 recessed balcony
total living area: 57.6m2

2 bedrooms + 1 living room +
1 kitchen + 2 recessed balconies
total living area: 67.4m2

CONCEPTUAL URBAN PROPOSAL

T7

(with typical floor plans 1:500)

SITE A — MÜNCHEN NEUPERLACH, KARL-MARX-RING, 59 UNITS

SITE B — MÜNCHEN NEUPERLACH, KARL-MARX-RING/PESCHELANGER, 36 UNITS

SITE C — TAUFKIRCHEN ”AM WALD“, WALDSTRASSE, 45 UNITS

SITE D — TAUFKIRCHEN ”AM WALD“, LINDENRING / ULMENSTRASSE, 45 UNITS

4 bedrooms + 1 living room +
1 kitchen + 1 recessed balcony
total living area: 91m2

6 bedrooms + 1 living room +
1 kitchen + 1 recessed balcony
total living area: 130m2
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SITE A — MÜNCHEN NEUPERLACH, KARL-MARX-RING
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1. foyer
2. productive/commercial
3. playground
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4. mobility station (e-vehicles)
5. mobility station (e-bikes)
6. daycare with courtyard
7. storage unit
8. productive space
9. existing transformer
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GROUND FLOOR 1:500

SITE C

A
A’

FLOORS 3-7

UNDERGROUND PARKING PLAN 1:500
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Required parking spots: 35
Removed surface spots: 57
Proposed underground parking spots: 92
SITE A - COURTYARD VIEW

SITE A - STREET VIEW

B’

FLOORS 1-2

TYPICAL FLOOR PLANS 1:200
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Buillding footprint: 1572.88 m2
Total living space: 3881.52 m2
Total number of units: 59
type 1/2: 15 (type 2: 4)
type 3/4: 11 (type 4: 3)
type 5/6: 16 (type 6: 9)
type 7/8: 15
type 9:
2
wheelchair accessible: 11
B
FLOORS 3-4

FLOORS 5-6

~25%
~19%
~27%
~25%
~4%
~19%
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SOUTH ELEVATION 1:200
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1. Solid wood window system pre-mounted on
CLT panel
2. External prefabricated concrete frame
mounted to CLT panel through steel mechanical chassis
3. CLT module, structural wall panel
4. Weather barrier
5. Thermal insulation
6. Brick cladding
7. Polished concrete floor containing radiant
heating system
8. Rubber crumb resilient layer
9. CLT module, structural floor panel
10. 30cm horizontal service distribution void
11. CLT module, inset perforated ceiling panel
12. Finish panel glued directly to CLT, taped
and painted
13. CLT module, structural wall panel
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SECTION AA’ 1:200
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CONSTRUCTION DETAILS 1:50

INTERIOR MODEL PHOTOS

WEST ELEVATION 1:200

SECTION BB’ 1:200

